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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Valuing Who We Are Project began with a critical question:  

"How does lived experience shape how asset building and other economic justice
advocates and service providers approach their work?

The people who comprise California’s asset building and economic justice
movement are a racially diverse group. Most of us identify as people of color and
have experienced racism, poverty, sexism, and other forms of exploitation and
marginalization. Our lived experiences have helped us develop insight and skills that
impact how we design, advocate for, implement, and evaluate programs and
policies that aim to meet the needs of communities targeted by extractive systems.

However, many of us could not have done any of our work without equity acumen —   
an understanding of how systems have shaped our own and others’ lived
experiences. Equity acumen is an analytical lens that helps us develop a critical
understanding of how the distribution of social, political, and economic power —
shaped by racism, classism, sexism, ableism, and other systems of exclusion — in
society has created the outcomes we see in our own and other people’s lives. The
concept draws from the Black Radical Tradition of questioning the roots of
economic, political, and social power by applying the critiques of marginalized
people and nations to institutions.

Being able to translate lived experiences into organizational management, program
design and delivery, and policy advocacy and implementation that advance racial
economic equity requires equity acumen. But equity acumen is not innate. It is an
analytical lens that takes time, labor, and skill to develop. Typically, we develop it
through social justice lessons we learn in the community, as well as via formal
education, and work experiences.

We bring our whole selves into our work. 

Many of us joined the asset building community to address the economic injustices
we have experienced in our own lives, to better understand our experiences of
marginalization, to combat the economic injustices at the root of many other
problems that plague the communities we serve, and because we are deeply
committed to the people in these communities. 

We contribute myriad skills that we have honed professionally. These includes the
ability to build easy rapport with the people in the communities that we serve, to
translate insights gleaned from our 
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lived experiences into program, policy, and organizational strategies, to see
how systems and issues intersect and impact our service communities and to
use those insights to design intersectional solutions, and to share space in
ways that promote equity in our workplaces and service communities. 

We are collaborating across issue areas, changing narratives, and
devising intersectional solutions.

When the COVID-19 pandemic struck, community-based organizations pivoted
quickly as "first responders" to address the needs of the most vulnerable. We
have also "busted siloes," engaging in cross-sector and cross-issue
collaboration to capitalize on each other’s strengths, fill service gaps, and
amplify our respective and collective work — made possible in large part by 
 an increase in "systems-thinking" in the work over the last several years. We
have embraced the elevated role that personal narratives and stories of lived
experiences of marginalization play in policy work, which has made
conversations about race and equity less taboo in policy making spaces. We
are grateful for the unexpected opportunities to innovate that have come out
of recent crises and political uprisings and are committed to building on these
gains.

We have a blueprint for the future that requires fundamental
change by all of us.

We want to create a more intersectional and explicitly anti-racist definition of
asset building. We want racial equity work to be less performative and for it to
be grounded in explicit conversations about race and racism. We want the
people who provide the benefit of their lived experiences to the work to be
fairly compensated. We want to dispense with single-issue policy advocacy in
favor of more intersectional asset building work. We want organizations to
take better care of us -- their workers – and much more.

We can begin by treating our own and others’ lived experiences with care —
by cultivating environments where we can share our stories on our own terms
and being accountable to the commitments we make to center lived
experiences of marginalization in our work. We must share the intellectual and
emotional labor of equity work — instead of expecting the few marginalized
people in our organizations to carry this burden. We must begin evaluating the
impact of our work by asking more nuanced questions that allow our service
communities to self-define what effective work looks and feels like when it is
done. Finally, we can look to our peers who have developed programs,
policies, and organizational processes that actualize equity by redistributing
decision making power in the communities where we work.



LETTER FROM THE AUTHOR
Dear Reader,

In keeping with the theme of this project, I want to share a bit of my own story
with you before presenting you with the stories of others in this report. As a
human being, I, like others, bring certain biases into my work. This is
unavoidable, though not necessarily undesirable. As you will see in this report,
some of the excellent work that asset builders have undertaken has only been
possible because of the specific biases – cultivated through lived experiences –
that they brought to their work. But as a researcher, I am expected to hold
myself at a distance to ensure that I am reporting things as they are instead of
as I want them to be. This is a very difficult line to tread. So, I’d now like to share
some of what I have had to withhold, so you can better understand why I chose
to develop the Valuing Who We Are at Work project and how it became what
you are about to read.

I have always been protective of my stories, because I feel they have been used
by others in the past – no matter their good intentions – to make me an
unwilling spectacle. My stories have made me a statistic, but not a person. They
have been used to gauge my worthiness, to assess my right to be in certain
rooms, to prove that I belonged in ways that often felt exploitative. I hope you
will forgive me for seeming evasive, because I still feel the need to protect my
stories.

At the same time, I have always loved storytelling because I loved learning
about the world and other people through stories – especially since I’ve always
felt like such a foreigner, even though I was born and raised in California. But I
have also always felt a strong sense of duty to use my time and my gifts to
serve community. For over a decade, I have honed policy analysis and research
skills that I thought would make me a more effective problem solver. I believe
this project came to me at the right time – after realizing the power that
narratives have had in shaping and transforming communities.

In her memoir, Heart Berries, First Nations author Therese Marie Mailhot
declares, “You can’t illustrate pain for tourists.” I think she meant that people’s
traumas and adversities can be unfathomable, sometimes untranslatable no
matter how much work goes into making people understand the unique pain of
surviving something awful. However, as you will see in this report, that does not
mean that people who might not share lived experiences with others cannot
learn how to develop radical empathy, and to make space for others to share
their stories on their own terms and to (re)claim the power to direct their stories
moving forward.



Mailhot also began her memoir with these words: “My story was maltreated. I
tried to tell someone my story, but he thought it was a hustle." It makes sense to
me that she begins her own story with a warning about how people’s stories
can be weaponized against them, used to patronize and further dehumanize
them – even if the intentions in soliciting for them are good. I take this warning
to heart, and I hope you will, too. 

Maybe you were expecting me to tell you stories about what it was like to be
the daughter of Chinese American immigrants, restaurant workers, raised in a
predominantly White, low-income, rural, desert community in San Bernardino
County. What it was like to learn English as a second language there. What the
schools and the opportunities for mobility were like there. What it was like to be
“the only one” in the room. I have those stories, but I won’t be sharing them in
this letter. I’m still searching for a way to do those stories – and the people in
them – justice.

For now, I am merely claiming what I hope I have been able to offer everyone
who was willing to speak to me for this project – the right to tell my stories on
my own terms and the opportunity for them to be heard in the right way.
Valuing Who We Are at Work uses the stories that people have shared to: (1)
illustrate how precious all our lives are in ways that our systems have not been
set up to honor, (2) show that we can and should demand more from other
people and our institutions for all the communities that we serve, and (3) give us
the courage to acknowledge that things do not have to be this way just
because they always have been up until now.

This project was a privilege and an intense labor of love on my behalf – from
designing the research, to collecting your stories and other data, to
synthesizing this information with the unique melodies of all your individual
stories into a coherent symphony of narratives. I leave the stories that people
shared with me, and the findings that were gleaned from them, with you.
Please, treat them with care.

With sincerity,

Melody Ng
CABC Senior Racial Economic Justice Fellow
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PART I: 

OUR LIVED EXPERIENCES INFLUENCE OUR WORK 

California’s asset building and economic
justice community consists of hundreds of
people with complex life histories. Our
histories influence the type of work we do
and why and how we do it. We each bring our
experiences of marginalization and privilege
to our roles at our organizations leading
advocacy campaigns, conducting research,
providing direct services and technical
assistance, and administering funding.  
 
The data collected from the CABC
Community Census and interviews gives us
the best picture, to date, of who we are
demographically. 

WE ARE DIVERSE BY RACE, GENDER, FAMILY
IMMIGRATION HISTORY, AND MORE. 

Forty-four percent of us identify as White or
European, while 84% identify as people of
color – including Latinx, Central or South
American (32%), Asian American and Pacific
Islander (26%), Black or African (18%), and
Indigenous (8%). Twenty percent of us are
Jewish and 6% are Muslim. Though most of us
are accurately perceived by others, slightly
more of us are perceived as Latinx, Middle
Eastern, or Arab than self-identify as such.
 
Most of us have been discriminated against
because of our racial, ethnic, or cultural
identity – between a few times a year (30%),
at least once a month (22%), weekly (12%), and
almost every day (6%). Only 10% of us do not
experience discrimination. 
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While about 20% of us were born outside of the U.S., less than 10% of us have
acquired citizenship, and about 4% have limited to no protection against
deportation. Half of us are children of immigrants, while half of us have at least
one parent or guardian for whom English was not their first language. While
over half of us never experience discrimination due to our perceived citizenship
status, over 40% of us experience it a few times a year, and 6% experience it
almost daily or weekly.
 
Far more of us are cisgender women (68%) than are cisgender men (20%),
transgender (6%), or cisgender nonbinary (6%). As with racial and cultural
identity, slightly more of us are perceived to be ciswomen and cismen while
trans and nonbinary people are more often misgendered. Most of us are
heterosexual (64%), 8% are bisexual, 2% are lesbian, 2% are gay, 8% are queer,
and 2% are pansexual. Far more of us are assumed to be heterosexual than
actually identify as such (98%). 

Less than 25% of us have not faced gender or sexual orientation discrimination
while 16% face discrimination almost daily or weekly, 16% at least once a month,
and 44% a few times or less in a year.

Most of us are between 25 to 44 years old (64%), while just over a third of us are
over 45 years old. Only 2% of us are less than 24 years old.

MANY OF US STRUGGLE ECONOMICALLY.

While over 70% of us earn an annual household income above the median in our
county of residence, 26% of us make less than our county’s median household
income. 
 
Almost half of us work 35 to 40 hours a week, while over 40% of us work more
than 40 hours a week. At the same time, 24% of us work more than one job.
 
Forty percent of us live in households with three or more people.
 
Sixty-four percent of us are renters. At the same time, 50% of us are rent
burdened (spend more than 30% of our gross annual income on housing).  
 
Sixty-two percent of us have utilized emergency/supplemental aid programs in
the past – including disability assistance, food assistance, rental assistance,
unemployment assistance, Medicaid or Medicare, etc. – while 6% of us have
qualified for but were not able to access aid. 
 
Seventy-six percent of us have or have had student loan debt, while 10% of us
have had government assigned debt, including fines, fees, and child support
garnishment. 
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WE HAVE PERSONAL TIES TO OUR SERVICE COMMUNITIES.

Over 64% of us come from the communities our organizations serve.

Between 50% to 70% of us have lived, worked, or stay in touch with people in
urban communities that are either majority people of color or low-income.
Fewer, between 20% to 40%, have lived, worked, or stay in touch with people in
rural or suburban communities that are either majority people of color or low-
income.

WE WORK IN ORGANIZATIONS SERVING COMMUNITIES ALL ACROSS
CALIFORNIA.

We work for communities located across the state (38%), in the Bay Area (24%),
Southern California (24%), Central California (6%), and inland communities (12%). 

We work across many sectors of the economic justice movement – including
financial services (38%), labor rights and workforce development (36%), housing
(34%), education and youth development (30%), public health (22%), business
development and entrepreneur services (20%), budget and tax reform (16%),
immigrant rights (12%), reforming the criminal legal system (12%), LGBTIQ+ rights
(6%), environmental health (4%), and food and agriculture (2%).

We work in organizations that advocate for policy and legislative change (74%),
provide direct services (48%), conduct research (48%), deliver technical
assistance (36%), and award grant funding (34%). 

Only about 5% of us have worked in the field for a year or less, 22% for 1 to 3
years, 28% for 4 to 7 years, and  46% for 8 or more years.
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For a deeper look at the relationship between our life experiences, our work, and our
vision for change, we asked 51 CABC members and allies to share their insights
through in-depth longform interviews. 

In total, 33% of the interviewees identify as Latinx, 20% Black, 20% White, 14% Asian
American or Pacific Islander, and 2% Native American/Alaska Native. Six percent are
Jewish and 6% are multi-racial. Just under 80% are women and just over 20% are men.

Most (85%) share at least some lived experience with that of their service
communities. Over half work for organizations that serve communities beyond those
with which they share experiences. Only 16% do not share life experiences with their
service communities.

At the time of the interviews, people worked for organizations that serve the Bay
Area (25%), California generally (22%), national organizations that also serve
California communities (22%), Southern California (20%), and Central California (10%).
Most organizations served coastal communities with only 6% serving inland
communities. 

Their organizations undertake policy advocacy (53%), direct services (37%), technical
assistance (18%), and research (16%). Twelve percent of people worked for
government agencies, while 2% worked for the private sector. More specifically, their
organizations focus on financial services (39%), youth and education (31%), businesses
and entrepreneurship (25%), housing (20%), workforce development and worker's
rights (14%), public health (12%), immigration services (10%), and climate and
environment (8%).

Almost 80% of the interviewees were CABC members, while just over 20% were non-
member allies.
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MANY OF US ARE MOTIVATED BY OUR EXPERIENCES OF MARGINALIZATION. 

Many of us are compelled to work in asset building to address injustices that we
have either experienced personally or witnessed firsthand earlier in our lives. This
includes racism and related and intersecting forms of systemic marginalization,
such as medical racism, challenges securing employment due to undocumented
status, difficulty navigating public benefits systems designed to discourage
actual use by people in vulnerable situations, predatory lending practices that
target non-English speaking communities of color, student hunger, lack of
information and other resources to navigate higher education as first-generation
students, housing insecurity, and more.

Notably, while our experiences of marginalization tend to inform our professional
choices, we do not always choose to work with communities that have our same
experiences. 

WE ARE OFTEN ADDRESSING THE ROOT CAUSES OF OUR MARGINALIZATION.

Some of us choose asset building and economic justice work to better
understand the causes of inequities we experienced or witnessed in our
communities. 

Arturo Noriega, founder of Centro Community Partners, is the son of Peruvian
immigrants that came to the U.S. in the 1960s and tried but were unable to secure
the capital to open their own small businesses in the 1970s. His parents’
challenges inspired him to study economics in school, so that he could better
understand why some people, including his parents, were not able to secure
access to the financial and social capital they needed to start their own
businesses. “I studied economics to better understand economically what was
going on with my parents... Not only racial but gender inequality gap for wages. I
didn’t understand why that continues to persist. I wanted to understand… why
some [small business owners] were able to get access and why others were not. 
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These were the big questions I had going to university and motivated me to
understand the process better, [that] made me want to become an
entrepreneur and teacher."

Tiffany Younger, founder of Liberation For Us and a Liberation Health Science
Fellow at the Insight Center, is a Black woman who has spent much of her
professional life developing technical skills to interrogate why Black
communities have suffered such abysmal health and economic outcomes. Her
work explores the relationship between health and wealth gaps in marginalized
communities and intends to change the paradigms that shape economic policy
development. “I had always been trying to answer the question of: ‘How come
my mother died at such a young age?’ I was 3. She was 32. No one explained. No
person should be dying that young unless it’s a freak accident. She died of
kidney failure. I was literally processing my stuff and started going on this
journey. My dad died of COVID – he had COPD [Chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease]. I was on a path for answers. Me living a life in search of answers to my
parents’ death. ‘How come this happened to me?’”

Adriana Melgoza Ramirez, Chief Programs Officer at the Watsonville Law
Center and Co-Director of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion for Salud Para La
Gente, explained how community social justice education helped her recognize
the systemic racism her family experienced within the health care system. “I
was 11 years old, getting involved in social groups in the public library, learning
about systems in the U.S., how resources got to the community… I was also
learning about my identity and [how my] roots played a role in access to
healthcare services... I started seeing a lot of injustice in the hospital. I started
to see how the administration treated us differently. A lot of instances where
there was abuse, my father was not aware what was going on, would try to fight
people. They would get upset at him, would pin him down instead of trying to
calm him down. They left bruises. [That] left me wanting to work in policy and
law. I went into middle school and started realizing they treated us differently
because of our race.”

Iliana Perez, Director of Research & Entrepreneurship at Immigrants Rising,
leveraged her math degree to answer questions that have shaped the
trajectory of her personal and professional life as an undocumented student
and worker. “Given my immigration status and the challenges that were
embedded, I became interested in how to utilize numbers to understand
societal issues: ‘Why am I undocumented? Why are so many [people]
undocumented?’… I was able to hone in on it, and acquire research and
quantitative skills in my masters and PhD programs. It’s always a combination
of my desire to work with data and the result of my immigration status – their
application to social issues.”
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WE KEEP FINDING ECONOMIC INSECURITY AT THE ROOT OF OTHER PROBLEMS.

Many of us started our careers in different fields -- including public health,
immigration, education policy, Latinx civil rights, refugee resettlement, and more --
before transitioning to asset building. Eventually, we all had the same epiphany –
that the root of many public welfare outcomes we were working to address in our
respective fields could be traced back to whether an individual or a household was
financially stable.

Anna Hasselblad, Public Policy Director at United Ways of California, explained
that her early career was focused on public health issues. She transitioned to asset
building after observing that economic security seemed to be the most significant
health determinant. “I saw over time that the thing that impacted most people that
had a direct result on health outcomes was, ‘How are they doing financially?... If
you’re economically mobile, a lot of outcomes change for the better.”

Rosalyn Epstein, Director of Economic Empowerment for National Coalition for
Asian Pacific American Community Development (National CAPACD), began her
career working on public health issues, specifically reproductive health and justice
and LGBT youth development, before transitioning to financial capability work.
“Every conversation I’ve ever had with a young person or client, [I have heard,] ‘I
just don’t have enough money… If I had more money’... A lot of nonprofit work
wouldn’t be necessary if more people had more income.”

Desiree Nguyen Orth, Director of the Consumer Justice Clinic at East Bay
Community Law Center (EBCLC), previously owned a private practice that provided
legal services to women entrepreneurs in the arts and other creative fields. Her
clients’ stories made her realize that they chose to become their own bosses
because the country’s labor policies make it impossible for women to care for their
families while earning a living wage. “Asset building is really about sound business
practices in order to scale businesses up. [To allow] women to have freedom to
have control over their career and choose to work and balance family if they chose
to. [They couldn’t] rely on systems. That’s why they chose entrepreneurship.”
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WE WANT TO WORK MORE CLOSELY WITH THE COMMUNITIES WE SERVE.

Many of us, even those who have directly experienced marginalization, are
committed to working closely with communities beyond our own. 
 
Radha Seshagiri, Director of Public Policy and Systems Change for SaverLife,
previously worked for large research-based organizations, like the World Bank.
Over time, she realized that she was always in meetings where decisions about
policy were being made without the people “on the receiving end of policy and
benefits.” This sense of disconnect motivated her to transition into more localized
asset building work. 

“I had been to India and had seen poverty abroad. While I was working there, I
realized how removed I was from the folks who were intended to benefit. But
[while] they were words on the page, we couldn't think of specific examples. No
faces to names. No examples… Not that they don’t do important work... but it was
very removed from the community. I found that I wanted something else. I wanted
to be connected to community, wanted to understand the struggles and tradeoffs
we were talking about.” 

Adriana Sanchez-Ochoa, Executive Deputy Director at NextGen Policy, has spent
18 years working in the California legislature. Immigrating from Colombia as a
young child and having been undocumented until her early teenage years, she
knew that it was crucial to work more closely with those that implemented policy.
She believed after spending more than a decade with the state legislature that
she would “retire there,” but eventually transitioned to policy advocacy work at
NextGen Policy, because she wanted not just to “[work] with those communities
affected, but to be the actual advocate for those communities.”

OUR EXPERIENCES HELP US RELATE AND RESPOND TO PEOPLE ON A PERSONAL
LEVEL.

Many of us are grateful that our lived experiences of marginalization help us
relate more effectively to the people we work with – a quality that has made us
more dexterous in our work.

Anna Hasselblad from United Ways of California often uses her experiences to
build rapport with her audiences in her legislative advocacy work. “I’m so much
more effective when I connect on a personal level. As a recipient [of my story],
you’re going to feel in addition to hearing me. I’m going to be accessing
something relevant and personal to me. You’re going to feel it. You might not
agree with me, but you will feel with me.”
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Erika Toriz, Executive Director of Haven Neighborhood Services, believes that
growing up in the community she serves has informed her understanding of the
financial and housing problems that her service community faces – particularly
the distrust they have in the institutions that are supposed to provide services to
them.

Before she became the (now former) Executive Director of The Women's Building,
Malea Chavez had been connected to the community-owned San Francisco
space housing a network of community programs and services since her
childhood. Her mother used to attend the single parent support groups that it
first offered in the 1970s. She believes that having staff that can relate to their
clients enables them to be more responsive to their clients’ needs:

“It’s not that you can’t learn it from textbooks or learn from those practicing, but
there’s a certain authenticity and confidence and connection that comes from
knowing someone sitting across from you understands things that you don’t need
to explain, because they understand the context of your life and situation.
Especially when working with undocumented people who don’t trust institutions or
systems have experienced racism or lack of access or invisibility. Having people
who understand and hopefully are providing the opposite of that experience is
what builds that trust and confidence.”
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serving as a “trusted messenger” to direct services clients 
developing compelling storytelling to engage policy makers 
designing program implementation strategies that adapt to the unique
experiences of their service communities, and,
directing research designed with the right questions to examine the problems
communities are facing and their potential solutions.

WE TRANSLATE OUR LIVED EXPERIENCE INTO ECONOMIC JUSTICE STRATEGIES. 

Many of us draw on our lived experiences and “translate” them into organizational,
program, and policy development strategies including: 

Bianca Blomquist, California Policy Director & Northern California Outreach
Director for Small Business Majority, believes that as someone who has
experienced the exploitative working conditions in the service and hospitality
industry and a person with a strong labor union background, she has been a
valuable asset to her organization, helping to develop creative solutions that
serve both small business owners and their employees. “Being able to bring a
worker perspective is really helpful... We have an intimate understanding of the
relationship between employee and employee. Having a really solid background
and understanding of [that dynamic] enables me to also be a big asset to not only
policy conversations among ourselves as a team but with direct resource
provisions that we give to businesses who have questions or don’t know where to
go.”

Jacob Denney, Economic Justice Policy Director for SPUR, believes that coming
from a community that has experienced all the problems that he researches
makes him better at narrowing in on the right questions to produce useful
research. “What makes me good at data analysis is that I know what questions to
ask because of my lived experiences, what I’ve been exposed to in life.”

One advocate who works in corporate philanthropy believes that her former
experience as part of the un- and underbanked community combined with her
ability to translate her experiences into internal organizational language and
strategies has enabled her to build “bridges to partnerships that are unlikely.” She
has been able to facilitate partnerships between financial technology partners
and community-based service providers that support her institution’s efforts to
reduce the biases found in traditional lending in the emerging virtual lending
space.
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WE UNDERSTAND HOW DIFFERENT ISSUES INTERSECT AND IMPACT OUR
COMMUNITIES. 

Knowing how to recognize how policies, programs, and systems of practice in
different policy areas intersect and how those intersections impact the way
communities experience problems is critical to our work. We believe that seeing
these connections and this “gift for synthesizing” are necessary to identify service
and opportunity gaps and to “bring stakeholders and resources together to
creatively problem solve.” 

Ilaf Esuf, former Housing and Economic Policy Analyst for United Way Bay Area,
who started her early career working with refugees and on immigration issues
before transitioning to housing policy, explains: “Early on I understood how
individuals are impacted by multiple problems. That’s the lens I bring to all work I
do.”

Marisabel Torres, former California Policy Director for Center for Responsible
Lending, who worked for organizations that focused broadly on Latinx civil rights
issues before narrowing in on consumer protection issues and predatory lending
believes that “being able to connect the dots between the different policy areas”
and how the consumer protection issues she worked on specifically “cuts across
all those issues” has made her a particularly effective policy advocate.

Maria Cadenas, Executive Director of Santa Cruz Community Ventures (Ventures),
believes that her “ability to see things through the lens of structures” and “the
universe of how things connect – healthcare, business, schools” has made it
possible for her to work with Ventures and its service community to develop
innovative and transformative community programs that address intersecting,
long horizon needs.

WE KNOW HOW TO SHARE AND RECONFIGURE SPACE. 

For some of us, understanding how to make space for people with less privilege to
claim and share more decision-making power has been our defining contribution
to our work. In practice, this involves ceding space and creating opportunities for
more people with experiences of marginalization to speak in rooms where
decisions are being made.

Perfecto Munoz, CEO of West Modesto Community Collective, has long resisted
requests to speak on behalf of the community he serves. “I said, ‘No, it’s important
for you to speak. I drive home at the end of day. Because you live here, you have to
be a constant reminder that things have to change… It’s about creating resident
leaders versus not having them there to begin with.”
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Jessica Bartholow, Chief of Staff for the Office of Senator Nancy Skinner (D-
Berkeley), has made great efforts to ensure that people with lived
experiences of marginalization are in the room during legislative hearings.
“Sometimes being at the table, [having] lived through hard things, it’s not
something you can even articulate. And I know that. I’ve been there as an
[abuse survivor], when policy is about to be made that was so wrong, based
on an errant understanding of what those experiences were like. I couldn’t
articulate what I needed to say… It’s not whether people impacted by
racism, sexism, abuse of capitalism can be in room to articulate what hurt
them. But just being there, I’ve seen this change [things]. [Being there to say,]
‘This is how it made me feel.’ It can change everything in the dynamic of
policy in the front and back rooms.”

Knowing how to share space is especially important for those of us who may
not share experiences with the communities we serve. For example, a White
male advocate explained that he, “[tries] not to take up too much space as
a person with privilege” and “only [steps] in to contribute a particular skill
set to the work when needed” – which in his case includes research
expertise.
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PART II: 

EQUITY ACUMEN INFORMS HOW WE UNDERSTAND
AND USE OUR LIVED EXPERIENCE  

Even when we share lived experience with our
service communities, we must have the
humility and self-awareness to recognize the
limits of what we can draw from them.

HAVING LIVED EXPERIENCE IS NOT ENOUGH.

For example, because the challenges created
by systemic marginalization are always
evolving, the problems that people in our
service communities experience may be very
different than when we faced them in the
past. One advocate who was raised in a
Mexican American immigrant community
explained why it matters that recent
immigrants coming from Central America
have very different experiences than the
immigrants she grew up with: 
 
“Those that came more recently, they’re
fleeing war and violence. It’s hard even
convincing the people on our side that it’s
different… They’re not fleeing for economic
opportunities. Migrants from Guatemala and
El Salvador... are fleeing for humanitarian
grounds.” 
 
Similarly, another advocate who works with
single mothers explained: 
 
“I can’t say, ‘This is what would work best.’ My
experience is from 20 years ago. Things are
different now.”

We may share some experiences of
marginalization with our service communities,
but our respective experiences will differ
because our shared identifies sit at different
intersections of multiple identities. 
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Consequently, we often need to learn new
things about our service communities on the job
to work more effectively with them. For example,
one Brown advocate whose organization
incubates marginalized Black and Brown
businesses explained that he is still figuring out
how to accommodate the needs of Black and
Brown entrepreneurs who are disabled. Similarly,
a Black woman advocate who grew up, went to
school, and has lived in diverse communities in
various states explains that her experiences did
not provide her automatic insight into the
experiences of communities of color in the rural
California region that she began working with
several years ago: 

“The ideologies of rural and inland California,
there are specific challenges that communities
of color face within that. Access to housing has
always been a challenge in the valley if your
family did not own a home, access to clean
water, a lot of communities of Latino and
farmworker families faced that… Receiving my
education from the South, I did not truly
understand.”

Some interviewees were adamant that having
lived experiences of marginalization alone does
not make someone inherently more suited to
working with other marginalized communities –
emphasizing that it is more important to learn
about the unique circumstances of their service
communities’ experiences. As one interviewee
explained:

“I enter every situation like I know nothing. It’s
presumptuous to go from job to job to think that
you know the current population as well as you
do… Learn the stories of the people you’re
serving. They may show up in a different
capacity than how you’re used to.”
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S imi lar ly ,  a  Lat inx  advocate  who was  ra ised in  a  work ing-c lass
community  and has  l ived and worked in  mul t ip le  s tates  be l ieves  that
“you need to  take  t ime to  learn  the  complex i t ies  of  the  l i fe  people  are
nav igat ing .  Every  t ime you go to  work  in  a  new communi ty ,  you ’ re
start ing  f rom scratch  again . ”  

Whi le  not  a l l  in terv iewees  shared the  same l ived exper ience of
marg inal i zat ion  wi th  the i r  serv ice  communit ies ,  many of  them seemed
to  have an acute  grasp of  both  the  systemic  problems and the  un ique
chal lenges  the i r  serv ice  communit ies  have faced.  What  made th is
poss ib le?

E Q U I T Y  A C U M E N  H E L P S  U S  C O N T E X T U A L I Z E  O U R  O W N  A N D  O T H E R S ’
L I V E D  E X P E R I E N C E .

Few people  who exper ience or  w i tness  marg inal i zat ion  immediate ly
recognize  the i r  systemic  causes .  Equ i ty  acumen descr ibes  the  cr i t ica l
understanding of  how the  d is t r ibut ion  of  soc ia l ,  po l i t ica l ,  and
economic  power  — shaped by  rac ism,  c lass ism,  sex ism,  able ism,  and
other  systems of  exc lus ion  — in  soc iety  creates  the  outcomes a
person sees  in  the i r  own and other  people ’s  l i ves .  The  concept  draws
from the  B l a c k  R a d i c a l  T r a d i t i o n  o f  quest ion ing  the  roots  of
economic ,  po l i t ica l ,  and soc ia l  power  by  apply ing  the  cr i t iques  of
marg inal i zed people  and nat ions  to  inst i tut ions .  Those  who have
equi ty  acumen recognize  that  how much power  a  person has  — where
they  ex is t  on  the  spectrum of  pr iv i lege  and marg inal i zat ion  — is
re lat ive  to  ( 1 )  who e lse  i s  in  the  room and (2 )  the  s tated and unspoken
ru les  that  govern  the  dynamics  in  i t .  Equ i ty  acumen a l lows  us  to  see
and cal l  out  how power  impacts  dec is ion  making and the i r
corresponding outcomes .  

Equity acumen describes the crit ical
understanding of how the distribution of
social ,  polit ical ,  and economic power —
shaped by racism, classism, sexism,
ableism, and other systems of exclusion —
in society creates the outcomes a person
sees in their  own and other people’s  l ives.
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Being able  to  t rans late  l i ved exper iences  into  program and pol icy
des ign  and implementat ion  or  other  organizat ional  s t rategies  that
support  rac ia l  equi ty  requi res  equi ty  acumen.  But  equi ty  acumen is
not  an  innate  qual i ty  and i t  i s  not  g iven  that  everyone wi l l  deve lop i t .

D E V E L O P I N G  E Q U I T Y  A C U M E N  T A K E S  D E D I C A T E D  T I M E  A N D  W O R K .
 
Most  of  us  come to  understand how systems have shaped our
exper iences  of  marg inal i zat ion  and/or  pr iv i lege  much later  in  l i fe .  For
example ,  some of  us  were  unaware  that  we be longed to  marg inal i zed
groups  unt i l  we  lef t  the  communit ies  in  which  we were  ra ised .  One
advocate  who grew up in  a  predominate ly  Mex ican Amer ican
community  in  Los  Angeles  exp la ined:  
 
“ I  d idn ’ t  rea l i ze  I  was  a  ‘person of  co lor . ’  [unt i l  I  le f t  my communi ty  for
co l lege] .  I t  was  a  new concept ,  and I ’m s t i l l  t ry ing  to  understand.  I
learned that  I  was  ‘Mex ican Amer ican . ’  I  le f t  the  Mex ican Amer ican
communi ty  at  18 ,  and d idn ’ t  rea l i ze  that  before . . .  ‘Wow,  I ’m in  the
minor i ty . ’  A  lot  of  learn ing  for  myse l f…  was  wi th in  an  academic
env i ronment…  I  d idn ’ t  rea l i ze  that  those  ident i t ies  were  impact ing  my
decis ions  unt i l  later  on . ”
 
S imi lar ly ,  another  advocate  d id  not  rea l i ze  that  she  grew up in  a  low-
income community  unt i l  she  lef t  to  at tend co l lege :
 
“Compared to  everyone in  my wor ld ,  I  was  r ich .  I t  was  not  unt i l
co l lege ,  when I  saw the  rea l ly  r ich . . .  I  was  a lways  the  most  pr iv i leged
economical ly  in  my hometown. ”

Many of  us  deve loped equi ty  acumen after  some combinat ion  of
community  soc ia l  just ice  educat ion ,  formal  educat ion ,  and work
exper ience .  As  young people ,  we d id  not  have the  necessary  too ls  to
answer  the  consuming quest ions  we had about  our  exper iences .  We
chose areas  of  s tudy  dur ing  school  and speci f ic  careers  because we
wanted to  better  understand our  l i ved exper iences .  We a lso  pursued
job opportun i t ies  that  would  expose  us  to  the  h is tory ,  po l i t ics ,  and
pol ic ies  that  shaped the  outcomes we saw in  our  own and others ’
l i ves .  Others  of  us  deve loped equi ty  acumen whi le  prov id ing  d i rect
serv ices  to  communit ies  that  faced some of  the  same problems that
mot ivated us  to  work  in  th is  f ie ld .

Some of  us  a lso  found that  coming f rom outs ide  of  a  community  made
i t  eas ier  for  us  to  recognize  the  way in  which  systems are  shaped by
rac ism and weal th  inequal i ty  wi th  more  c lar i ty .  Th is  was  t rue  for
severa l  of  us  who were  ra ised ,  l i ved ,  or  worked outs ide  of  the  U .S .  
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For example, llaf, who immigrated to the U.S. as a youth, was surprised that
poverty existed in the U.S. given the resources at its disposal. She reflected on
why it might be easy for people who have always and only lived in the U.S. to
ignore the systems that created those conditions: 
 
“I grew up seeing poverty... Similar issues are represented here differently, but
in a way, packaged more palatably… Back home there is no way you can
escape it. I grew up with that. I don’t know what it would be to never see that.
Seeing poverty here, it’s not the same. You have a clear vision for what it’s like
for people to go without food for weeks or months [back home]. Here you could
ignore those problems if you wanted to.” 

Another advocate, who works on financial capability in communities of color,
explained that her consciousness of systemic wealth inequality likely began in
her youth during a period that she spent living in Latin America with her family.
She reflected on how it can be possible to see systems at work in communities
as an outsider in a way that might not be as easy for someone who has always
lived within those systems: 
 
“There’s something about being outside of your own culture that makes these
things more visible. I hadn’t been exposed to that in the U.S. It got me started
asking questions. It did have an important impact on the rest of my life, thinking
about the way resources are divided and how that impacts lives.” 

EQUITY ACUMEN INVOLVES READING SPACES FOR POWER AND KNOWING
HOW TO SHARE IT.
 
People with equity acumen know how to read spaces for power distributions –
to recognize that power is distributed dynamically in different spaces and in
ways that materially impact the decision making in those spaces. However,
equity acumen is more than just perceiving who has power in a room. It is
having the self-awareness and understanding of why power is distributed in
certain ways. Equity acumen helps us understand how people with different
lived experiences navigate different spaces. For example, one advocate
constantly negotiates her role as a White woman working in a workplace that is
majority male but also majority people of color: 
 
“Sometimes there is this need to step back. As a woman in this space, we’re told
we need to step up and be assertive. But at the same time, in the criminal
justice space, White women have a different role we need to play.” 
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Another advocate, a White Jewish woman, is always thinking about how
what she advocates for will be received depending on who else is in the
room and who her organization decides to send as its “messenger”: 
 
“Am I White in this space? Middle class? Queer in this space?... Doing this
work the right way means asking critical questions to make us understand
why we’re making decisions. ‘What are the truths I’m holding as truths? Am I
the best messenger of this work?’” 
 
Moreover, equity acumen has helped us understand that changing the
power dynamics to support equity requires us to change the rules of
conduct in different spaces to enable people with less power to claim more
of it. For example, Michelle Greenwood, owner of Good Capital Projects,
shared that her reevaluation of leadership models in social change work
over the last decade helped her realize that she needed to fill less space –
“sublimate” herself – in some rooms and to listen more.
 
Similarly, Shirley Yee, former Economic Justice Director of MyPath, was
always mindful that being an adult “in the seat of power” working with youth
required her to make space for them to feel empowered to co-develop
youth financial capability policies and programs at MyPath.
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We are proud of what we have achieved in the past several years - especially
during a period of unprecedented crises. Many of us have embraced diverse
cross-issue coalition building and the policy wins that this approach has yielded.
We have dedicated more time to narrative change work, which has created more
opportunities for us to share lived experiences in our advocacy. We have also
seen a more tangible shift toward systems-level analysis of policy problems and
intersectional approaches to solutions.  

WE RESPONDED QUICKLY TO CRISES IN OUR COMMUNITIES. 
 
Many of us were surprised at how “nimble” and efficient community-based
organizations were in mobilizing and shifting resources to meet the needs of the
most vulnerable communities during the COVID-19 pandemic – particularly since
they had much fewer resources than for-profit institutions. As one organizational
leader in the Central Valley explained: “COVID really peeled back layers of how
important CBOs are as first responders.” 

Organizations were able to leverage the crisis as a policy window to bring more
resources to people who had been previously excluded in the state’s anti-poverty
and safety net policies. The “pandemic created an opportunity to advance anti-
poverty strategies, to place renewed focus on groups that were being ignored in
policy,” to “get money into households,” and to push the federal government to
use COVID relief funding to address household needs more effectively. 

PART III: 

WE OWE RECENT SUCCESSES TO CROSS-ISSUE
COLLABORATION, NARRATIVE CHANGE WORK, AND
INTERSECTIONAL PROBLEM-SOLVING
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The pandemic also forced some of us to find new ways to maintain and, in
some cases, improve our reach to our service communities. Technology was
essential in this role. We were forced to create more virtual community
engagement opportunities that allowed “more directly impacted community
members… to be part of more coalition conversations.”   

WE ARE BUSTING SILOES, INNOVATING SERVICE NETWORKS, AND
BUILDING MULTI-ISSUE COALITIONS.  

Service providers have seen an increase in strategic partnerships that help
them capitalize on each other’s strengths, fill  service gaps, and amplify the
effects of their work. We are developing models of wrap-around, networked
service delivery that allow us to provide integrated services more efficiently
to clients who are often experiencing multiple, compounding issues. One
advocate that worked in local government observed that “organizations in
[the asset building] space have been good about figuring out how to
integrate services to create an ecosystem of resources for communities
served.” 

The International Rescue Committee  in Oakland recently began integrating
financial capability programming in the wellness groups they provide for
refugees. Oakland Promise’s  cradle-to-career youth and family programming
provides college savings accounts and access to scholarship funds along
with financial coaching services for the whole family. WANDA  is currently
collaborating with MidPen Housing ,  one of the largest non-profit developers,
owners, and managers of affordable housing in Northern California, on a
pilot project that provides financial capability programming to a cohort of
their affordable housing residents. It is also actively seeking opportunities to
work with more affordable housing agencies.

Cross-issue coalition building has helped us secure major policy wins. For
example, Californians for Economic Justice (CA4EJ)  convened diverse groups
– including veterans’ rights, higher education access, student debt
elimination, and traditional asset builders – to advance AB539, the Fair
Access to Credit Act, which would impose a cap on interest rates for
consumer loans between $2,500 and $10,000 made by lenders licensed under
the California Financing Law. As one of its members explained: 
 
“Policymakers were surprised by how different the constituent groups were
that were supporting this very specific financial legislation... That was very
new. We attribute the success [to] the diverse groups that came together.” 
 
Overall, the asset building field has benefited from taking a more multi-issue,
diverse coalition-building approach, which has allowed us to better serve
people who are “impacted by multiple things at once on one continuum.”
Notably, more of us working in financial capability have been partnering
with other asset builders working on housing and guaranteed income.
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Many of us cautioned against a return to single-
issue advocacy and ignoring communities “at
the intersection of identities"  since it “weakens
our movements” :
 
“We often get pulled into the trap of simple
single issues… Our policy agenda should be
broader. Using language like ‘everyone’ or ‘all ’  is
important, but explaining who that is,
recognizing the communities that make that up,
that’s helpful."

WE ARE USING “SYSTEMS-THINKING” IN OUR
WORK. 

Many of us credit the recent coalition building
victories to a preceding push for more systems-
thinking in policy advocacy -- an approach that
factors in analyses of the multiple, interrelated
determinants of poverty and wealth. This culture
change has equipped “people with the
[language] to talk about systems of poverty and
the role race and racism play in them”  and
allowed more people “to see themselves in the
policy work they do.”  
 
Systems-thinking has helped us better
communicate theories of change of previously
politically untouchable asset building
innovations – such as public banking,
guaranteed income, and worker-cooperative
models – to decision makers and to introduce
them into the mainstream. It has also fostered a
reevaluation of what qualifies as an asset,
including upstream needs like access to
education and a clean environment, that
contribute to economic security. 

More of us recognize the role that public health
plays in asset building work. We clearly see how
poverty creates toxic stress and trauma that can
cause physical and mental illness, making it
more difficult to meet basic needs let alone
pursue asset building opportunities.
Consequently, we want our community to
acknowledge that “poverty is a public health
crisis.”  
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More of us are now integrating health into our asset building work.
Community Financial Resources ,  a nonprofit and financial enterprise that
provides social and economic justice-oriented financial inclusion products
and services to communities, has adopted applied behavioral economics,
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), and trauma-informed practices in their
work. Salud Para La Gente,  which operates various health clinics that serve
the primarily Latinx farmworker community on the Central Coast, began
providing integrated legal aid and health care services to its clients, through
a partnership with the Watsonville Law Center ,  since its clients often come
to them with legal issues that negatively impact their health.  

WE ARE ELEVATING PERSONAL NARRATIVES IN OUR WORK. 
 
Sharing personal narratives in policy advocacy work is now more common,
when previously, we felt pressured to rely exclusively on “fact sheets”  and
our credentials. Even those with experience in state government confirm that
sharing personal narratives now carries less stigma. 
 
Sharing personal narratives has helped us educate others about the
systemic causes of economic injustices and made it easier to discuss race
and equity in policy making spaces. Prior to the last couple of years, some of
us were ostracized – “assailed”  and “booed”  out of rooms – for bringing up
the topic of race. 
 
Personal narratives have helped us communicate the impact of our work to a
wider audience in a more emotionally resonant way. But it is not enough for
us to tell our own stories – we need to help cultivate opportunities for
community members to share their stories in rooms where decisions are
being made, since the “role of nonprofits now [is] gathering those voices to
bring up the chain.”

WE ARE SECURING THE PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE WE NEED TO PROVIDE
BETTER SERVICES.
 
One of the major constraints that we face is ensuring that our time and
energy are not monopolized by securing funding for physical infrastructure. 

Monica Santana ,  Community Programs Specialist for Community Action
Partnership of Riverside County ,  explained that community-based
organizations are often criticized for spending on anything other than direct
services – even though not being able to invest in “brick and mortar”
expenses impacts the availability and quality of direct services. 

“Without funding for capacity-building or brick and mortar expenses,
because we’re serving people who are low-income, we have less than
adequate meeting spaces, less than up-to-date computers. But if we have
nice facilities, they ask why we’re wasting money [not spent] on direct
service. There’s always that back and forth. Shouldn't [the community] walk
into a space that’s nice and clean and have access to internet that works? It
doesn’t have to be either or.”
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Several advocates shared that one of the most meaningful investments that our
organizations have made is in owning the facilities in which we work. Owning, instead
of renting, the buildings we work out of has helped us devote more time, energy, and
resources to providing more consistent and better-quality services to our
communities. 

In San Francisco, because The Women’s Building has been able to consistently
provide space it owns for up to 10 service provider organizations, the community has
had access to reliable, trusted services for decades. In the Central Valley, the Fresno
Metro Black Chamber of Commerce, which has been operating for over two decades,
purchased their own space a couple of years ago after renting from other
organizations, including the greater Chamber of Commerce. Similarly, the Fresno
Native American and Business Development Center has been working with Tribal
nonprofits, including the Fresno American Indian Health Project and Bakersfield
American Indian Health Project, to help them own the facilities they work in or to
acquire more space. 

WE ARE SHAPING POLICY PRIORITIES AROUND THE INSIGHTS OF COMMUNITY-
BASED SERVICE PROVIDERS.
 
Because community-based service providers serve as “first responders” in
communities, we believe that policy agendas should be designed based on the
community needs that they identify. Policy makers should pay closer attention to
some of the local level programs that are currently being piloted within communities,
since they test concepts locally that can drive more informed policy development on
a regional and statewide level. 

Some have already implemented this community programs-to-state policy pipeline
strategy. East Los Angeles Community Corporation developed a program dedicated
to providing technical assistance to the primarily Latinx immigrant street vendors in 
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in Los Angeles that eventually catalyzed successful policy campaigns at the local
and state levels to decriminalize street vending. Los Angeles County has
established one of at least 12 guaranteed income pilot programs in the state,
called Breathe, which will include 1,000 participants. It has partnered with the
University of Pennsylvania’s Center for Guaranteed Income Research to evaluate
the pilot, which it hopes to eventually expand countywide. United Way Bay Area’s
SparkPoint Centers provide free financial capability education and integrated
services to assist families to increase their income, decrease debt, and build
credit. While UWBA established the first SparkPoint Center in Oakland in 2009, the
success of its service provision model has led to its replication across the Bay
Area. UWBA has been evaluating the program to inform policy advocacy around
how financial services can be provided to low-income families on a wider scale. 
 
As one advocate explained: “You ultimately need policy change to create
systems change” but “don’t need to wait for policy to happen to create a
change.”  

WE LEVERAGED OPPORTUNITIES TO INNOVATE AND NEED MORE OF THEM. 

Major institutions, like philanthropic foundations and state and federal
government agencies, were forced to react to the racial reckoning brought on by
George Floyd’s murder and the stark racial health and economic disparities
exacerbated by the pandemic by providing us unprecedented opportunities to
innovate. For example, one advocate who works in corporate philanthropy
explained that her field was compelled by the increased focus on racial equity,
the impacts of COVID, and the “intersection between physical and financial
health” to expedite its original timeline for its racial equity work: 

“I’ve seen some stringent criteria be lifted or funders more willing to test new
ideas, like participatory grantmaking.”
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Despite the recent openness to innovation, key barriers to equity work remain.
Innovators are often expected to deliver better quality work with less time and
fewer resources. Funders are often reluctant to finance new models of more
equitable asset building work without proof of concept. As one advocate said: 
 
“[We’re] always being asked, ‘Can you prove it?’ How can you prove it when it’s
never been done before? Where’s the trust for innovation?” 
 
Funders seem to expect new, more inclusive models of asset building work to
emerge fully realized – forcing us into the impossible task of proving that our
models will work at least as well as existing models without the time or funding
to complete the work. However, one advocate explained that “a lot of work
being done in the alternative economy is a huge experiment” which means that
institutions need to allow processes and outcomes during this period to look
“messy”: 
 
“If you trust messiness, it will eventually coalesce into something whole and
authentic and foundational. I’ve seen it in meetings. The older paradigm don’t
trust that... They only see the messiness, when it’s really rich growth... But it’s like
fishing. When you have a fish on the line, there’s tension in the wire, when you
have something. But the old paradigm just sees it as flopping around.”  
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PART IV: 

OUR BLUEPRINT FOR THE FUTURE REQUIRES THAT WE
FUNDAMENTALLY CHANGE HOW WE WORK TOGETHER
The Valuing Who We Are Work project is as
much research for us as it is about us. This
section presents recommended changes 
 based on what we have come to 
 understand about what has helped us
advance our work in the last several years
and what continues to hold us back. They
also illustrate how different parts of our
community have already leveraged equity
acumen to strengthen how we work
together for better impact in the
communities we serve.

CHANGES WE ALL NEED TO MAKE -
FUNDERS, POLICY ADVOCATES, AND
SERVICE PROVIDERS.

We must redefine asset building.
 
Some of us find it difficult to reconcile that
asset building is centered on helping
people save and grow wealth with the
reality that most of the communities we
serve are deep in debt. Consequently, our
policy agenda must include debt-relief as
a core component. At the same time, some
of us feel that asset building work is often
preoccupied with poverty alleviation. But
to actually build wealth, our field must
begin a planned transition away from an
exclusive focus on poverty alleviation work. 

Many of us want to broaden the definition
of asset building to encompass the
upstream needs -- including health and
education -- that must be met for people
to build wealth. An expanded and clearer
definition of asset building would help a
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more diverse network of advocates identify how their work supports asset
building and potential allies who can support their work. Currently, some of us
have trouble conceptualizing how our work qualifies as asset building, while
others feel that how asset building is currently defined excludes certain
populations and types of work. 
 
Some of us believe that asset building may not resonate with some advocates
who do asset building work, because “we do so much… but it’s not always clear
how that’s all integrated” in the language that is currently used by asset builders:
 
“Maybe there’s a way to broaden the field or use different language so people
can clearly see where all the intersection points are.”
 
Furthermore, some of us believe that asset building work in its current form is a
model that the field needs to move away from altogether, since it is “antithetical”
to achieving racial equity given how it leads to programs and policies that
dismiss, discourage, and even attempt to eradicate long standing forms of
wealth building in communities of color. We need to consider how risk, burden,
and wealth are pooled and distributed in extended families and the collectivist
way that communities of color organize their lives. 
 
In fact, much of the asset building work that many of us have done or would like
to do focuses on validating existing forms of labor and asset building that are
not recognized by many mainstream institutions. Mission Asset Fund established
its Lending Circles Program during the pandemic to enable marginalized people
who were already engaging in a common community lending practice to receive
formal recognition for their informal credit-building activities. National CAPACD
developed its Empowerment Economics program to serve as a culturally
responsive multi-generational approach to financial capability in low-income
Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) communities. The program starts with
the practices that people have developed within their own cultures that have
historically helped them survive and thrive “that need to be brought into the
financial capacity framework.” 

“This work is  seeding power.  That’s  what
we want to do,  to empower agency.  They
know what to do.  They just need resources
and opportunities.  That’s  what we’re
doing.”  
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Moreover, some of us, like Tamika Bennet, Director of the Brilliant Baby Program
at Oakland Promise, believe that true asset building involves helping people
develop a sense of autonomy and empowering them to navigate systems: 
 
“This work is seeding power. That’s what we want to do, to empower agency. They
know what to do. They just need resources and opportunities. That’s what we’re
doing.” 

We must change what and who we ask when we evaluate our impact.
 
Most of us want to change how we evaluate the impact – which at present is
mostly determined by what funders want to measure. Most funders prioritize
“counting widgets and the ‘learnings’” that can be extracted from numbers over
documenting and identifying meaningful outcomes for communities. But their
overwhelming focus on numbers actually prevents them from getting the game-
changing results that they seem to demand from us. Many of us believe that our
field needs to move away from this model:
 
“When everything is driven toward numbers, it forces you to pull away from
quality. A lot of these ‘trying to move the needle’ [solutions] require a holistic
approach. You can’t be holistic when making it a numbers game.” 

Some believe that the field needs to identify standardized outcome metrics that
would help us more effectively monitor and convey the impact of our work and
facilitate more collaboration between sectors. However, we want impact
evaluations to ask different questions, because the questions they currently use
often produces exclusively damage-based, voyeuristic research. They do not
allow us to measure whether conditions have changed structurally. They
inventory the services we provide but fail to capture whether people are any
better off as a result of our services. 
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Radha from SaverLife, explains why “time” and “burden” would make good
indicators: “Low-income also means low time. Working one or more jobs… We
should be measuring ‘burden.’ ‘Burden’ is one reason why it is hard to build
assets.” 
Sasha Feldstein, Economic Justice Policy Director for California Immigrant
Policy Center, wants to examine the “time tax” that low-income people face
when trying to obtain services: “What's the cost to everyone of that added
time and bureaucracy of red tape in programs? How would people benefit if
we cut the red tape and let people decide if things are really working for them
or not?” 
Samantha Seng, Legislative Director & Policy Advisor for NextGen Policy,
suggests that because in the “gratitude narrative” (that is pervasive in
immigrant communities), time is considered a luxury, discretionary time may
be a useful indicator to evaluate economic well-being. 

National CAPACD is developing evaluation models to assess the broader
cultural and community impact of their Empowerment Economics program. 
Centro Community Partners is developing an evaluation model that asks
deeper questions about how to create the conditions for Black and Brown
entrepreneurs to thrive, like “What is it going to take for people to create living
wage jobs and build assets after finding financial security?”  
Santa Cruz Community Ventures has been developing impact goals and
measurements to evaluate its Semillitas program (a universal college savings
account program for children). It has mapped outcomes — including rates of
maternal depression and the level of support for post-secondary education in 

Many of us believe that better impact evaluations need to start with simply
considering: “What do people feel?” This involves asking community members to
identify (1) the changes they are able to see and feel in their communities, (2)
what they need, and (3) what constitutes a “win.” 

As Anne Price, President of the Insight Center, explained: 
 
“We don't think about how to measure the strength of a relationship, and that's
the issue – our measures are limiting. If things are not resonating with people,
that's not successful. We must account for what's resonating.’” 

Some of us have proposed using more experiential indicators, like how much time
people have, to assess how people feel they are impacted by programs and
policy interventions. 

 
Some of us are already in the process of implementing evaluation models that go
beyond inventorying outputs and ask deeper questions that help us measure our
impact: 
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in a community – and would like to measure them for program recipients as
they reach three different stages of development: from birth to 5 years old,
from 6 to 12 years old, and finally from 12 to 18 years old. 

We must explicitly address racism in our racial equity work.

Many organizations have committed to centering racial equity in asset building
work without explicitly talking about race and racism. That has led some of us 
 to believe that racial equity has been co-opted by those wanting to receive
credit for undertaking racial equity work without having to critically engage
with race:
 
“I would hear people leading [racial equity] work but never talk about racism,
even in their written work. Racial equity is muddied. It’s not that there aren’t
people who are clear. But a lot more people have adopted this to save face,
because it’s the thing being done. But there’s no commitment to what it is.” 
 
This reluctance to engage explicitly with race has led to a policy agenda that
purports to close the racial wealth gap but that actually centers white
experiences of poverty. One advocate believes this was an inevitable outcome
since asset building as a strategy grew out of the intentionally race-neutral
response to welfare reform in the U.S. – the idea that “poor people can save”
their way out of poverty while ignoring the structural barriers that keep people
of color in debt and prevent them from saving. 
 
Fulfilling the commitment to equity and anti-racism starts with policy
prioritization – building a policy agenda that “start[s] with equity and
combating anti-Black racism” as opposed to tacking equity and anti-racist
commitments onto preexisting policy items. 
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We must compensate those doing racial equity work.

Many interviewees talked about how a majority of the funding for racial equity
work is directed to large, prominent organizations that do not necessarily have
the expertise – or even a genuine commitment – to lead such work. As one
advocate explained: "People are starting to co-opt. Lots of people were doing
this before the asset building spaces, but because they have more capital, they
get all the grants." In practice, this has resulted in advocates with the
qualifications to do this work being relegated to the role of un- or under-paid
subcontractors and ignored as technical experts in the planning and design of
programs and policies. 

We must change what counts as knowledge.

Who is qualified to lead asset building work? What resources are available and
will be provided to do the work? Who gets to determine how we evaluate
successful work? All of this depends on what we consider knowledge and who we
consider an expert. 
 
Our experiences have confirmed that people with lived expertise are often not
invited to sit at decision-making tables. Because there are so few individuals with
lived expertise that are empowered to use it to lead decision-making, institutions
often adhere to the established models of asset building work and the narratives
that support them – even when they exclude the perspectives of the most
marginalized people. 
 
Some of us attribute this to communities not being given the agency to define
what qualifies as good outcomes. What communities see and feel on the ground
is not considered useful data or knowledge for impact evaluation and policy
making purposes. Meanwhile, credentialed experts that may have no contextual
understanding of the problems and the outcomes they are trying to evaluate are
“anointed” with the responsibility of “validat[ing] people’s realities” and
developing measures that determine whether a policy or a program was
successful. 
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We must compensate people for contributing
their lived experience to the work.

Community members who support policy design
and program development by sharing their lived
experiences should be compensated for their
time. As one advocate explains:
 
“For those who say the people who are most
affected should be the only ones doing the work,
those are also the people who also have full-time
jobs. Yes, they have a right to be part of decision
making, but this work doesn’t have to be built on
their backs. Or we need to talk about actually
paying for their time.” 
 
Some of us have already begun paying people for
their time, but this needs to become standard
practice across the field. CA Association of Food
Banks secured the inclusion of stipends in the
state budget to pay the citizen testers that
helped them redesign the BenefitsCal website, a
portal for Californians to access and manage
CalFresh, CalWORKs, and other public benefits.
Mission Asset Fund compensates all user testers
who helped them refine evaluation tools, like
surveys, to help them monitor various credit
building programs and services. SaverLife
compensates survey participants who help them
evaluate the effectiveness of an app they
manage that delivers financial capability
education to over 600,000 clients.

We must all do the intellectual and emotional
labor of equity work. 

Many institutions saddle the few marginalized
people in their ranks with the bulk of the
emotional and intellectual labor of making both
our workplaces and how we do our work more
equitable. Often, we are “the only one in the
room” – the only person of color and/or the only
woman. Carrying this status is often
professionally frustrating and emotionally and
psychologically draining. page 32
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It means we are frequently obligated to represent an entire identity group and
forced to defend necessary courses of action against a less informed majority that
has more institutional decision-making power. 
 
One Latina advocate explained her frustration at perpetually being “the only one
in the room” for much of her career. She was often the only Spanish speaker in a
room full of policy makers making decisions about immigration policies, like DACA. 
 
“How does this keep happening?... I could feel the mantle coming out. I’m
representing everyone, which is not doing it justice… Why do I always have to come
back to this? It’s not enough representation in spaces. At first, I shied away from it.
It’s so exhausting, but someone had to do it. I loved doing it, but it burns you out… It
weighs you down when you’re the only one. You carry all these mantles.” 
 
Another advocate who works in corporate philanthropy explains how daunting it is
to be the sole representative for the perspectives of communities of color during
higher level decisions about which organizations they should fund: 
 
“I’ve been that voice – ‘Are we sure this program for entrepreneurs of color should
be implemented, that [doesn’t] involve any organizations led by people of color?’
Which is scary. It’s scary in terms of, even if it’s not against rules… you’re always
fearful about retaliation, fearful of being seen as an outsider rocking the boat. But
in that particular instance, when you’re in a room full of people and you’re the only
‘diverse’ person in the room, you carry that burden. You carry that mantle of, ‘If not
me, who?’”

Merely increasing the number of BIPOC staff in our institutions is not enough. Non-
BIPOC staff must take on their fair share of emotional and intellectual labor to
actualize equity commitments, including centering the lived experience of
community members.
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CHANGES FOR ORGANIZATION LEADERS, SERVICE PROVIDERS, AND
ADVOCATES. 

We must share information and resources with each other.

While we have been working together more collaboratively, the field is still
plagued by unproductive competition that hurts our service communities
overall. Some have observed “hoarding”  behaviors within our community that
prevent information, funding, and other critical resources from being
distributed equitably among the organizations – which has particularly
harmed smaller service providers.

This is driven in part by competition for funding that can lead organizations
to chase grants for work they do not have the capacity to do, leading them to
contract out to other organizations through smaller subgrants. This can
prevent organizations more closely embedded in their service communities
from developing a documented track record for funded work – which is often
used as a criteria by funders to evaluate grant-worthiness.

Competition for prestige also disincentivizes collaboration. One advocate
who has worked in state government for decades reflects: “I think everyone
wants to be ‘A’ in the alphabet… How do we get to our goal together, at the
end of the day? They have the same goals in mind, the same communities we
serve. Why be in competition when we can join forces and be more successful
and meaningful as opposed to being the only one? We all want to get to the
finish line first.”

We must work more closely with each other.

For obvious reasons, service providers focus most of their time and resources
on delivering aid on the ground. However, some service providers want to
work more closely with policy advocates, to look beyond providing services
day-to-day and support policy solutions for more lasting security. At the
same time, policy advocates can better identify policy priorities by engaging
with community-based service providers to learn more about community
needs. They should monitor community pilot programs that test policy designs
and build proof-of-concept case studies that can be used to guide statewide
policy development. 

We must care for our workers.

Many of us want our well-being to be a higher priority for the organizations
that employ us. We are often not provided the necessary resources to handle
the strain of being in close and constant contact with traumatized
communities, especially those of us that work on issues that have impacted
us directly. Some even point to our workplaces as a major source of stress: 

“[A lot of our] organizations are toxic.. .  We’re so busy talking about what
should be happening out in the world, we’re not looking at what’s happening
inside these organizations… I can’t tell you how many people I interact with on
a regular basis that are so injured and so harmed and ill not because of the
work, but because of the organizations they worked in.” 
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Our experiences have shown us that “nonprofits more generally, have a
capitalist mindset, not really valuing the labor of the nonprofit workforce.”   
 
We are often expected to “forgo market rate salaries to make a difference in
people’s lives.”  This has caused some of us to leave the field when we were
unable to feed and shelter ourselves with what we were being paid. Others
worry about the lack of a safety net in our old age: 
 
“A number of us were admitting to each other that our advocacy work hasn’t
really supported us. We were idealistic, but now that we’re at this age, we
don’t have a 10- or 15-year horizon anymore.” 
 
Organizations need to provide workers with the quality of life that they claim
to advocate for their clients. This includes developing policies and other
infrastructure to change how they compensate their staff: 
 
”The nonprofit industrial complex runs on blood, sweat, and tears of young
women of color… It doesn’t have to be that way. We can take care of
ourselves and people in our world and still [be] part of the work without it
costing everything we have. Policies, procedures, systems founded in these
organizations need to match the organization’s values so that they’re not
expected to run on the unpaid labor of women of color.. .  Organizations need
to understand – Can staff afford their rent? Are they being paid enough to be
able to become homeowners?… Young women of color are expected to – and I
say with this intention – ‘slave away’ for the greater good at their own
jeopardy. And that’s the expectation.”
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We must treat lived experiences with care and accountability.
 
Openly sharing one’s own lived experiences of marginalization in advocacy work
has only become a more accepted practice within the last several years. There
are key reasons why many of us have previously felt that we could not talk about
our lived experiences in our work: not wanting to have our identities
pathologized, to be labeled as overly emotional or irrational, or to have the
credibility of our ideas and general conduct questioned. But even in this era, as
lived experiences become an increasingly valuable asset, they are still not being
treated with the appropriate care – even by those that claim to want to center
them in our work. 

We must stop co-opting and gatekeeping lived experiences.
 
Co-optation can happen when there is no consensus about what it means to
honor and center lived experiences of marginalization in the work. Consider how
many prominent, well-funded institutions have adopted the language of
centering lived experiences without fundamentally changing how they operate. 

We must collectively define what it means to center lived experience in practice.
Without this shared understanding, institutions can co-opt the idea of lived
experience to reinforce existing paradigms, like race-blind analyses of problems
and policy agendas, that do not center the intersectional experiences of
marginalized communities.

Meanwhile, several times during the outreach process for this project, White and
Asian American women had to be convinced to participate. Supportive of the
project’s goals, they were reluctant to be interviewed believing they did not meet
the criteria for a project on lived experiences. As one interviewee summarized:

“Why I was reluctant to participate as a more privileged person of color: Don’t
take space from people who should have it… I don’t want to put my own lived
experiences out there, because people know that I am not near what my clients
are dealing with. ‘Lived experience’ means something specific in these spaces.
But it results in the erasure of certain kinds of lived experiences.”

When we conflate "lived experience" with the most extreme experiences of
marginalization, some of us minimize or make invisible our own experiences with
gender, class, and/or racial discrimination. As another interviewee explained: 
"Our identities shape the ways we are seen and understood… How we show
ourselves in the world matters, but some of [our assumptions about identities] are
based on what we see, even though there are some things we can’t know. It’s
based on what story people want to share.”
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We need to develop a more thoughtful vocabulary when talking about
equity and power so that the most disenfranchised of us have the space to
share our stories and have them be heard without erasing others’
experiences and their ability to meaningfully contribute their perspectives
to the work.

We must be able to share our experiences on our own terms. 
 
We make ourselves extremely vulnerable when we share our personal
stories with others. That is why we need to develop norms and codes of
conduct around sharing and receiving stories that protect the people who
share them. Without them, those of us who share our stories may end up
feeling like objects of fascination, expected to perform our identities for
voyeurs, and like our stories are just another resource that employers can
exploit to further their organization’s mission. 
 
One advocate revealed how a well-intended invitation to share her lived
experiences left her feeling violated: “Sharing stories is a beautiful way to
connect. This happened to me yesterday at an advocacy speaker series.
They kind of forced me to talk about how poor [my home country] is. It
made me feel gross. It’s a beautiful country. I don’t want to focus on the
bad parts only.”
 
She believes her experience alludes to a problematic reliance that
advocacy work has on stories of trauma: “It’s gross that we rely on trauma
to push for policy, to create something beautiful.” 
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We need to cultivate spaces where people feel safe and empowered to tell
their stories on their own terms – without incentivizing trauma tourism,
performative vulnerability, or an environment in which people feel
obligated to expose their traumas to prove that they have the
qualifications to undertake or lead work. 

CHANGES FOR FUNDING INSTITUTIONS.

We must offer grantees more flexibility for how they use funds.

To do our work more effectively, how we are funded needs to change.
Funders often expect those of us undertaking social change work to
innovate and to meet benchmarks like a for-profit entity without the same
resources or flexibility as a for-profit entity. They often ask more of us than
can reasonably be expected given the funding that they provide. Some of
us have been told by funders: “‘We want to give you a third of what you
asked, but we expect the same results.’”

Funders also seem to be “more concerned with growth and scale than they
are at addressing the root problems” and “the needs of those who need the
help the most .” As a result, organizations are pushed to scale programs
that may not be suitable for scaling in order to qualify for funding. 
We need to be able to prioritize our communities’ dynamic needs over
funders’ priorities. We also need resources to support more essential
organizational capacity-building – including the narrative change work
that is essential for anti-racist policy work, the development of more useful
impact evaluation systems, and the provision of essential “brick and mortar
expenses .” 

We must diversify the network of potential grantees.

Currently, how funders distribute grants reinforces the assumption that
only large organizations are capable of undertaking impactful work. We
have observed funding being concentrated toward larger, often more
prominent organizations and the same types of programs and populations.
This also contributes to racial equity experts not being able to secure
funding to pursue their work.
 
How we are funded may also be incentivizing us to treat each other as
competitors rather than collaborators. Many organizations operate
primarily on grant funding and some of them have been driven by a
scarcity mindset to claim expertise on issues and types of work that they
do not have to secure funding. In fact, some of us were critical of how
organizations effectively monopolize funding by pursuing grants for work
that is outside of the scope of their mission.
 
For example, one service provider was frustrated with being perpetually
subcontracted to do groundwork for larger organizations that could secure
grants that are typically out of her reach. They were sometimes expected
to provide services without compensation:  
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“We did workshops for [a major youth organization], did a financial literacy
program. But we didn’t know they would get the grant and make us do the work
for free. I agreed, but we didn’t do an MOU… In these situations, if we ask for
money, we worry they don’t let us do the work.”

She believes that larger nonprofits that contract their work out in this way “do a
disservice to the community,” since they prevent organizations more closely
embedded in their service communities from developing a documented track
record for funded work – which is often used as criteria by funders to evaluate
grant-worthiness. This practice has locked smaller organizations out of funding
opportunities.

We must bring grantees and communities into the grantmaking process. 

We want the grantmaking process to be more participatory. As it is, grants are
often designed in ways that do not actually allow organizations to secure
funding for work that is needed or, once they secure grants, to use funds
effectively.
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All too often, organizations' commitments to
equity fail because they do not meaningfully
address disparities in power. Like with many
movements of the past, “awareness has sped
far ahead of procedure,” and we lack the
infrastructure – the standard protocols and
guiding principles – to actualize our visions
for equity in our workplaces and in our
communities. 

This project deliberately focuses on the
professionals in the community rather than
the communities that they serve, because we
need to understand how to “help the helpers”
be more effective in our work – which serves
us all in the end.

Many of us have utilized equity acumen to
design programs and policies, to develop
processes that guide how we undertake
asset building work, and to challenge key
assumptions behind mainstream asset
building work. This section highlights models
that illustrate how we have used equity
acumen in our past work – models that
hopefully will inspire future action.

WE HAVE USED EQUITY ACUMEN TO
CHANGE THE PARADIGMS THAT GUIDE
ASSET BUILDING WORK.

From High Returns on Investments to
Regenerative Investing

Analysis: Social impact investing provides
financing to organizations that address
social and/or environmental needs with the
expectation of a social and financial return.
It was developed to provide investors
opportunities to support businesses and

PART V: 
WE HAVE MODELS TO LEARN AND BUILD FROM
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organizations that have been traditionally excluded from venture capital.
However, social impact investments may not be reaching the communities
they are meant to serve. The metrics that social impact investors use to
evaluate their investments are still based on venture capital models that
use monetary return as the primary impact measure. Essentially, social
impact investors are replicating the same biases that have discouraged
mainstream investors from supporting allegedly untested entrepreneurs
and organizations from marginalized communities.

Equity-Informed Model: Some in the social impact investing world are
currently redesigning social impact investing metrics that identify other
types of returns that should be at the forefront of how the field evaluates
the impact of its investments – such as the extent to which an investment
reduces the likelihood of community displacement. They hope these metrics
will incentivize regenerative investing – a willingness to make riskier
investments with perhaps less certain financial returns that contribute to
“infrastructure that supports a vibrant community.”

From Single Sector to Community-Level Asset Building 

Analysis: Fresno Metro Black Chamber of Commerce,  an organization that
works to provide technical assistance and other support to build Black
businesses in the Central Valley, has seen how deficits in a community’s
infrastructure have negatively impacted the asset building potential of its
business community. They have realized that a traditional approach to
asset building – that focuses narrowly on business-oriented policies and
programs – will not allow them to address the intersecting problems at the
root of the wealth gap in the Black business community, which include not
just a lack of access to capital but a lack of investment in public education
and poor public infrastructure to support the development of an educated
and mobile workforce.

Equity-Informed Model: The Chamber has turned its attention to building
community-level assets. It has lent its advocacy to support local and state
policies that strengthen the public education system, including the Schools
and Communities First Initiative (Proposition 15) and AB 928, Student
Transfer Achievement Reform Act of 2021. Prop 15 would have closed gaps in
county level education budgets by closing commercial property tax
loopholes to raise revenue for local governments and schools. AB 928
streamlines the transfer pathway for community college students to a four-
year university.

It has also advanced community economic development through a large
transportation infrastructure project in Fresno as a key partner in the
state’s Transformative Climate Communities (TCC) program. In 2020, the
state awarded Fresno a $10 million TCC grant to implement a ride-share
transportation project, the Clean Shared Mobility Network ,  that would
close first-and-last-mile gaps in the city by providing the community
access to electric bikes and vehicles. At the end of the grant period in 2030,
the city will take possession of the 200 vehicles and 40 bicycles purchased
through the grant, which will then become community assets.
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From Anglo-Centric Asset Building to Culturally Competent Wealth Building

Analysis: Much of the mainstream asset building work is based on a narrow
Anglo-western idea of what constitutes an asset and thus centers
individual wealth. This forces people from some minority and immigrant
communities to reject long held communal wealth sharing practices.
Moreover, many immigrants face challenges to building credit in the U.S –
including language barriers, lack of resources to participate in credit
building activities, and fears of engaging with formal institutions due to
immigration status. As a result, many immigrants are not able to build
credit and to show mainstream institutions that they are creditworthy.
Many of us who work with communities of color and immigrant communities
believe that asset builders should be working more closely with
communities to identify assets and to develop programs and policies that
(1) support their ability to build wealth in a culturally appropriate way and
(2) ensure these forms of asset building are acknowledged and credited by
mainstream institutions.

Equity-Informed Models: In the financial capability space, National CAPACD
has developed its Empowerment Economics program, a culturally
responsive, multi-generational approach to financial capability in low-
income AAPI communities. The program focuses on collective wealth
building at the community level and creates transformational opportunities
for building community self-determination and wealth. In the credit-
building space, Mission Asset Fund ’s Lending Circles Program turns lending
circles – a common practice in various Latin American, Asian, and African
countries still practiced within immigrant communities living in the U.S.–
into a recognized credit-building activity. By reporting their monthly
payments to credit bureaus, MAF helps low-income and immigrant
communities establish and build credit with dignity.
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From Extractive to Solidarity Economies

Analysis: Some believe that traditional asset building cannot reduce or close
the racial wealth gap because we have defined assets and economic value in
a way that omits the wide range of assets and relationships that many
communities of color and immigrants consider necessary to support human
and community development.

Equity-Informed Model: Solidarity Research Center (SRC) ,  a worker self-
directed nonprofit that uses data science, story-based strategy, and action
research, has long advocated for reframing – and expanding – the objectives
of asset building work through the lens of solidarity economies. Solidarity
economies is a “different form of organizing our social relationships with
each other and how we exchange things that are of value.”  

While our current economy is organized around “transacting a commodity for
money or labor for wages,”  a society built around solidarity economies is
organized around more expansive relationships – like “mutual aid”  – which
provide us alternative models for building assets that redefine “what it means
to be a business owner, homeowner, a person earning income.”

WE HAVE USED EQUITY ACUMEN TO CHANGE THE PROCESSES FOR HOW WE
PLAN, CONDUCT, AND EVALUATE ASSET BUILDING WORK. 

From "Expert"-Driven to Community-Informed Evaluation

Analysis: Programs and policy agendas are typically developed by a small
cohort of credentialed experts. While they are likely driven to undertake this
work through a combination of altruism and shared experiences with their
service communities, their perspectives alone cannot capture the complex
needs and interests of their service communities.

Equity-Informed Models: Some organizations have convened community
stakeholders to review work products and inform organizational priorities.
SPUR ,  an urban policy organization in the Bay Area, has used community
advisory councils to present and solicit feedback from community
stakeholders about the research they are conducting. They are currently in
the process of institutionalizing them for different policy areas in their work,
including transportation and housing. They intend to ensure that people from
underserved communities will be represented in these councils. 

Salud Para La Gente  operates a network of health clinics that provides health
care services to the primarily Latinx farmworker community on the Central
Coast. They have developed patient and youth advisory groups that convene
regularly to provide feedback to help them evaluate and improve how they
implement their services.

From Deficit-Based to Trust-Based Criteria & Monitoring  

Analysis: Organizations rely on application criteria to screen prospective
program participants for eligibility. Similarly, funding entities develop
reporting systems to track and evaluate the progress of their grantees.
Organizations and funding entities use these systems to optimize resource
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allocation (like funding and staff time) and to assess the value of the
investments they have made in their clients and grantees. However, these
systems often replicate the logic of means testing in public assistance
programs.

In the U.S, there is a long history of means testing programs that are used
primarily by women, people of color, low-income and otherwise
marginalized individuals as a form of surveillance to discourage "waste"
and "dependency" on public assistance. The treatment of individuals who
rely on these programs – which include food stamps and Children’s Health
Insurance Program (CHIP) – contrasts starkly with the treatment of people
(primarily white and more affluent citizens) who have access to entitlement
programs – which include mortgage interest deductions and Medicare.

Equity-Informed Models: Some organizations have shifted toward more
trust- and strength-based criteria and monitoring protocols. In the early
stages of The Workers Lab ’s programs, their field monitoring process
involved four check-in calls and two written reports over the course of a
year. After soliciting feedback from their grantees, they realized that their
comprehensive reporting system created unnecessary administrative
burdens for their grantees and dramatically reduced the number of check-
ins they schedule and the amount of paperwork their grantees have to
complete. 

Similarly, Mission Asset Fund  has sought to ensure the “deficit-based”  red
tape that has been built into the country’s public assistance programs –
that require the “extra poor”  to “go out of [their] way to prove [they’re]
worthy”  – are not replicated in their own programs. They have designed
their application processes to minimize wait periods and to ensure the
eligibility requirements are not overly restrictive. For example, to ensure
their program applicants do not have to spend hours securing proof of
identity documents, MAF accepts more than 20 types of ID.
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EQUITY ACUMEN HAS HELPED US
DESIGN PROGRAMS THAT ADDRESS THE
UNIQUE NEEDS OF COMMUNITIES.

From Anglo-Centric to Culturally
Competent Entrepreneur Training

Analysis: Entrepreneurs from
marginalized communities face a
number of barriers that prevent them
from securing the capital and other
resources they need to start, maintain,
and grow their businesses. Even
institutions and programs that have
been developed specifically to serve
marginalized entrepreneurs, like
community development financial
institutions (CDFIs), exclude them
because the criteria or curriculum they
use are designed without attention to
the unique combination of cultural and
socio-economic barriers that
entrepreneurs from these communities
face. This results in applicants not
qualifying for programs or services, high
program attrition rates, and clients
graduating programs without acquiring
the information they need to navigate
the specific barriers they face.

Equity-Informed Models: Various
organizations have developed culturally
competent programming that caters to
the needs of the specific community of
entrepreneurs that they aim to serve. 

Centro Community Partners  was
founded by Arturo Noriega after he
witnessed low-income, minority, and
women entrepreneurs being excluded by
mainstream financial institutions that
designated them as risky investments.
Centro Community Partners has used
human-centered design principles to
create financial and entrepreneur
education products that cater
specifically to the needs and
experiences of Black and Brown, women,
and immigrant entrepreneurs. 
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Immigrants Rising  has developed programming to empower undocumented
people to achieve their educational and career goals. Previously their
entrepreneurship programs and services were oriented toward younger,
English-proficient, and largely tech-savvy clients. They recently expanded
their program to accommodate older, monolingual entrepreneurs, which
required them to begin rebuilding their entire program to guarantee
language and digital accessibility for all their clients. This involved ensuring
that all communication with clients was in the appropriate language – not
only translating the training curriculum, but also hiring multilingual support
staff that could provide case management and one-on-one client support.

EQUITY ACUMEN HAS HELPED US INCLUDE PERSPECTIVES THAT WERE
MISSING IN POLICY NARRATIVES 

Developing More Opportunities to Demonstrate Creditworthiness

Analysis: U.S. financial systems use the ability to take on and pay off debt to
gauge creditworthiness. But using debt to finance wealth building
opportunities is an option that is largely only accessible to people with
robust financial safety nets, like those with inherited wealth and high-income
earners. Many low-income and immigrant communities, who have little to no
financial safety nets, are often fearful of taking on any kind of debt
regardless of any potential credit-building benefits. 

In many cultures, it is not customary to voluntarily take on debt. Individuals
from these cultures consider it financially irresponsible to purchase things
that they cannot afford with just the cash that they have on hand. Moreover,
the U.S. credit system privileges affluent and homeowners while
disproportionately penalizing low-income individuals and renters for their
inability to pursue credit-building opportunities. Consequently, there are
generally fewer opportunities for people from low-income and/or
undocumented communities to build credit.

Equity-Informed Model: Mission Asset Fund ,  Credit Builders Alliance ,
Prosperity Now ,  and others have helped secure key legislation to expand
opportunities for low-income and marginalized people to build credit. Senate
Bill 896 (2014) made California the first state to ensure that low-income
individuals have access to responsible credit-building loans through
nonprofits to innovate credit-building approaches for marginalized
communities. More recently, Senate Bill 1157 (2021) helps low-income renters
establish credit history by requiring landlords of assisted housing
developments for low- to medium-income tenants to give tenants the option
of reporting their rent payments to a consumer reporting agency.
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Redefining Quality in Child Care to Support Fair Pay

Analysis: Child care providers in California are rated through a system
called Quality Counts California. Many advocates previously lobbied for
child care providers to be paid based on the quality ratings under this
system. However, the criteria that Quality Counts California developed to
assess “quality” placed a premium on formal credentials – ensuring that
only providers with a Bachelor’s degree would be deemed a “quality”
provider. Because students of color are more likely to experience obstacles
that prevent them from finishing college, a policy that sets wage rates for
child care providers based on Quality Counts California ratings would
effectively increase the likelihood of child care providers of color being
deemed lower “quality” and receiving lower subsidies and overall wages.

Equity-Informed Model: In 2020, California Child Care Resource & Referral
Network  co-authored a memo with Parent Voices CA  and Child Care Law
Center  outlining how Quality Counts California perpetuates harmful and
racist inequities that contribute to the racial and gender wage gap. The
memo was the culmination of years of work that a working group the three
organizations convened in 2017 — Coloring Outside the Lines — undertook to
examine the state’s subsidized child care system and “the racist, sexist,
classist inequities within it.” The memo drew attention to how Quality
Counts California was designed with child care centers in mind and
neglected the needs of home-based providers. It created momentum for
child care advocates to begin pushing more boldly for equitable child care
provider pay and to restructure Quality Counts California. 

Coloring Outside the Lines has also convened parent focus groups to help
them more accurately and equitably define “quality” in child care, which
will help them understand what parents need and want from their child
care providers. The findings from these conversations will serve as the
basis for recommendations they will offer to policy makers, child care
advocates, and institutions as guidance for how to “decolonize” Quality
Counts California.
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Advancing Student Food Security to Close the Racial Wealth Gap

Analysis: Prior to 2016, the possibility that college students would
experience food insecurity was an accepted and pervasive norm. Student
hunger undermines students’ ability to learn and can decrease their
likelihood of graduating from college. Food insecure students are 43% less
likely to graduate than their food secure peers and 61% less likely to obtain
an advanced degree. At the same time, food insecurity is the most
prevalent among low-income and first-generation students and students of
color. Given that a college degree is now the standard minimum
requirement to secure a job that pays living wages, student food insecurity
indirectly but significantly contributes to the racial wealth gap.

Equity-Informed Model: Organizations, like Young Invincibles,  have helped
to delegitimize the “starving student”  norm, working with state Assembly
Members Shirley N. Weber and Monique Limón to pass student hunger
legislation – including Assembly Bill 214 and Assembly Bill 453 – that ensures
college students have easier access to the CalFresh program on school
campuses. This legislation has made it possible for all schools to
participate in the Restaurant Meals Program, which allows on-campus food
vendors to accept food stamps.
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“WHAT DOES THE WORLD LOOK LIKE WHEN THE
WORK IS DONE?”

This question, asked by an interviewee, seems like a fitting note on which to end
this report. The Valuing Who We Are at Work project was meant to make space
for us to begin articulating this vision. As advocates and service providers, we
are often so busy working toward singular goals in service of our communities
that it can be easy to “lose the forest for the trees.” It is a valuable exercise for
us to reflect on what we want not only for the communities we work for, but
ourselves, since we are rarely asked this question.
 
Many of us that were interviewed felt that the experience helped us put our
lives into perspective in a way that we had previously not been given
opportunities to do. In all our years working in the field, no one had ever before
asked us the questions we were asked for this project. We valued the
opportunity to tell our stories and to reflect on why we do the work, why we
continue doing the work, and how we want to do the work in the future.
  
WE HAVE USED OUR LIVED EXPERIENCES AND EQUITY ACUMEN TO BUILD
SOLIDARITY. 
 
The report's findings align with a larger conversation taking place in policy
advocacy spaces about representational politics versus solidarity. Critics of
representational politics say that it prioritizes diversifying the membership in
institutions while leaving in place many of the systems that produce the 
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inequitable outcomes seen in communities. For example, for obvious and
good reasons, many institutions have developed diversity initiatives to
improve representation in their ranks. However, changing the composition
of who is in the room only goes so far without changes to the power
dynamics that create and perpetuate inequalities – even if there are more
diverse faces in those rooms. Solidarity requires us to understand the
connected root causes of the problems we are working to address and a
commitment to reconfigure the power dynamics that cause them. 
 
We are not effective advocates only because we have lived experiences of
marginalization. We are effective because we are able to see how power
and systems have shaped the lived experiences – the stories – of different
communities and therefore able to identify how power needs to shift and
systems need to change to create better outcomes. 
 
WE HAVE CATALYZED SYSTEMS CHANGE WITH OUR STORIES.
 
Systems change happens when we work together to create alternative
narratives and ways of working (infrastructure). According to what many of
us have shared, this work is already underway. The alternatives detailed in
this report can serve as models that more of us can learn from and choose
to adopt. System transformation may seem far off, but it starts when we
cultivate spaces for people to tell their stories and for those stories to be
heard and captured in ways that materially impact how decisions are made
in our communities.
 
What the world looks like when the work is done depends on the goals that
we articulate for our community and how we choose to undertake the work
to reach those goals. This means that we need to reflect honestly on the
policies and practices we want to prioritize in our work – and whether they
really center lived experiences of marginalization. We must use our own
lived experiences (of marginalization and privilege) to find solidarity with
each other and all of our causes, to create opportunities for more of us to
use our stories to influence decision-making, and to invest in the
institutional infrastructure to make these goals a reality.
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We developed the CABC Community Census as a survey of California’s
asset building community, defined as anyone working in organizations
to help low-income people save money, afford housing, run a business,
or otherwise make California equitable for communities that have
been excluded from economic security. This includes the roughly 500
people who subscribe to CABC communications. The survey opened in
November 2021 and remains open as of the publication of this report.
The responses of 50 people were analyzed for inclusion in this report.

Longform semi-structured interviews were conducted with CABC
members and allies. Roughly 120 potential interviewees were initially
identified from the CABC mailing list and a roster of attendees for
CABC’s 2021 Symposium as potential interviewees. The individuals
selected from these lists included (1) members who had been the most
active in CABC events and other engagements in the past couple years
and (2) members who worked for organizations that focused on policy
issue areas that seemed more loosely connected to traditional asset
building (e.g., health clinics). The interviews were conducted using a
template of between 10 to 13 questions that were developed and
continually refined throughout the 10-month interviewing period with
feedback that was solicited from the interviewees themselves.
Interviews were completed between September 2021 to June 2022. This
report draws on the 51 people that were interviewed, including CABC
members and allies.

Methodology

The information presented here came from two sources: a survey and
longform semi-structured interviews.

Both instruments aimed to capture some quantifiable information about
peoples’ experiences in the workplace and to provide a safe space for
them to identify needs and suggest actions that can be taken to meet
those needs. However, the interviews were designed to provide an
opportunity for people to consider deeper questions about why they do
their work, how they do their work, what they need to keep doing their
work, and what they need to do their work more effectively.

APPENDIX

https://forms.gle/2LSSGtrB6cwRqNy27


To know what others thought was working and not working in the field,
how organizations can better serve communities, the challenges 

To learn stories, to know more about the asset building work that people
are doing in the field, and to learn about how their lived experiences
impact the asset building work that they do (12) 

To identify best practices and models that they can adopt,
recommendations that they can advocate for funders and other
partners to seriously consider, and overall, a framework that will prime
them to act at the policy and organizational level (14), and

To identify some common points of interest and policy priorities to
collaborate on and bring together people who might not otherwise
collaborate with each other (5)

Project Scope 

The Valuing Who We Are at Work Project is both an effort to interrogate the
relationship between lived experiences and advocacy in the asset building
field and to co-create research for the practitioners it is meant to benefit.
Ensuring that participants had opportunities to share what they wanted
from this project was integral to this process.

Generally, interviewees wanted:

     organizations are facing and how they are meeting them, and a general     
     landscape and needs assessment of California’s asset building 
     community (6)


